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                                                                            As a person who drinks water multiple times a day, 7 days a week I really felt this. So glad we have people like her to talk about the certain struggles of these things.  I became so addicted to water at one point of my life to where I was actually swimming in it. These are the things I'm not proud to talk about, but I just take it one day at a time!  I'm proud to say that I am now going on Day 10 with no water. I feel very week and tired all the time but I know it's just the withdrawals, and I'm gonna push through it!!!!
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                                                                            She is mentally ill.  For sure.  She wasn't going to attack him.  I saw no sign of hostility.  The smile at the end was genuine.  She was getting to the true sharing of herself on camera.  I believe she realized she had said enough personal information and wanted to stop the interview.  I appreciated this and all your video interviews.  I get to learn from these people's shares.  I appreciate there honesty and you for posting there expressions.
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                                                                            Well done to all of you looked like one very happy podium for all of you . And top driving frank ...... And top job on the pacenotes Lauren ❤❤❤❤❤ I never miss a video from you guys . Two awesome people who are 1 with car and track . What does Baby Blue rev to at maximum?  Looked around maybe 8k or more ? Just thought I'd ask lol 😂 and is the pedal cam coming back at any point ? That was Just Amazing the last time the footwork was insane viewing .
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                                                                            Brad Pitt has the charisma and style and the humor to carry this off. I watched the end of this and he finally came up to sit with Ellen and put in a plug for his new movie. I smiled the whole show - talk about super star quality!!!
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